March 17, 2015

For Immediate Release

Jacket: A Juried Video Art Showcase
Thursday, April 2, 2015 @ 7pm

On Thursday, April 2 at 7pm, the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum will host its second one-night only screening of videos by a national and international array of artists. Co-curated by Kevin Mahoney (Flagler College, BFA 2014), Patrick Moser (Professor of Art), and Julie Dickover (CEAM’s Director), the videos will be shown in two parts, with a short intermission.

Organized as a follow up to Capture (2013), the works included in Jacket expose the commonalities as well as disparate ideas and methods found within contemporary video practice around the world. The following seventeen artist’s works were selected from an impressive pool of over one-hundred submissions from throughout the United States and world, including Joshua Manning, a current student in Flagler College’s Department of Art and Design:

Liz Burris (USA, FL)
Ben Grosser (USA, IL)
Cindy Hinant (USA, NY)
Katie Hovencamp (USA, PA)
Teresa Leung (Hong Kong)
Michael Lyons (Japan) & Palle Dahlstedt
Shehrezad Maher (USA, NY)
Joshua Manning (USA, FL)
Ania Moussawel (USA, FL)
Krystal Perez (USA, TX)
Collin Richard (USA, GA)
Pawel Stasiewicz (Poland)
Matthew Tom, He Knows He Is Not Real (USA/U.K.)
Celine Trouillet (France)
Paul Turano (USA, MA)
Frans Van Lent (Netherlands)
Barrett White (USA, FL)

For further information on the exhibition and related programs, please visit the website at www.flagler.edu/crispellert, or contact Julie Dickover at 904-826-8530 or crispellert@flagler.edu. The museum’s hours while classes are in session are Monday through Friday, 10 am to 4pm, and Saturday, 12 to 4pm.